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Seeking employment as a Warehouse worker position with  company, where can 
contribute previous experience in combination with technical knowledge.

EXPERIENCE

Warehouse Order Selector I
ABC Corporation - FEBRUARY 2000 – OCTOBER 2000

 Ordered selection, operated electronic pallet jack and stand up 
forklifts, picking orders to meet daily standards.

 Performed all duties to prepare products for shipping to meet 
deadlines.

 Followed proper selection procedures as established by the company.
 Operated an electric pallet jack to transport the pallet(s) of 

merchandise.
 Handled food product and food preparation supplies stored within a 

warehouse, most common products in need of transfer to chain 
stores.

 Selected merchandise accurately and ensuring it is prepared for 
shipment properly.

 Trained and certified on both electric forklifts and electric pallet jacks.
Ordered selector freight loader and unloader.

Warehouse Order Selector 
ABC Corporation - 1997 – 2000

 Baton Rouge, La 2000-2003 (Warehouse Order Selector) -Duties/ 
Responsibilities The majority of a grocery/perishable selectors time is 
spent continually moving through the warehouse on a pallet jack and 
finding, selecting, and stacking each item of a customers order on a 
pallet.

 Entry level position that requires physical labor and the ability to lift 
60-80lbs or better for a extended period of time.

 Use a headset or pick up sheet to find out individual items inside the 
warehouse.

 Carry out pre-shift check of equipment.
 Perform vehicle inspection visually and mechanically.
 Ensure items picked accurately and safely to prevent damage.
 Select merchandise for shipment and stock on pallet by using a pallet

jack/ forklift..
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EDUCATION

 Certified Stand-up forklift operator and EPJ certified, Nurse's Assistant 
Certificate. in nursing - 2002(renton technichal college - Renton, WA)

SKILLS

Forklift Experience, Off Loading Trucks.
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